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Abstract The main goal of this research is to improve Information Retrieval Systems by
enabling them to generate search outcomes that are relevant and customized to each specific
user. Our proposal advocates the use of Instance Based Reasoning during the information
retrieval process.
When conducting a search, the system retrieves a previous similar search experience and
traces back previous human reasoning and behavior and then replicates it in the current
situation. Thus, user information retrieval experiences or instances are saved to be reused in
future similar cases. The resulting cooperative memory is used for user query expansion.
In order to improve the information retrieval experience, we propose to conceptualize and
model both the user profile, and the information retrieval process. This leads us to define some
similarity functions between user profiles and information retrieval situations. The reuse of past
experiences serves to enrich the initial user query by words from documents found in similar
cases. Unlike the classical Rocchio method, these documents are those already judged as valid
by users with similar profile and in similar search situation. The value this method brings to the
user is an increasing relevance of the search outcomes while reducing user interaction with the
system.
This method has been implemented in the COSYDOR (Cooperative System for Document
Retrieval) prototype based on ,QWHUPHGLD (Oracle 8i). Tests and evaluations have been
performed on the COSYDOR prototype using the test corpus of TREC (Text Retrieval
Conference) and its standard procedures for performance analysis and benchmarking. The
results of these analyses show a significant improvement of performance in the first search
iterations compared to the ,QWHUPHGLDbenchmark.
Key Words : cooperative memory, relevance feedback, information retrieval, query expansion,
user modeling, instance based learning.
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1

Introduction and Related Works

In a study carried out on intelligent system architectures and machine learning
approaches for information retrieval, such as multi-agents systems [JER 2000], we
were directed towards the reuse techniques and instance based reasoning [JER 2001].
This approach, based on the user reasoning cycle (intention, action, acquisition,
evaluation), allows to carry out reasoning, to evaluate the document results
automatically. This approach is relevant, because the user knowledge used is very
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“reliable” since “lived” and “evaluated” by this user. Moreover, the reuse approach
enables to minimize the user interaction. Furthermore, the field of experience reuse,
offers methods to specify and build the experience FRQWH[W, so that the reuse is optimal
[MIL 99].
We propose in this paper to build an instance memory of information retrieval
instances. When the users search contexts are “similar”, these instances are reused to
improve user query formulation. The user profile is considered as a significant
element of an instance search context. Thus we propose in this paper a formal
representation of “user profile” model. We also define a representation of an
information retrieval instance model, in order to evaluate the similarity between
instances. The similarity evaluation enables to highlight candidate instances to be
reused, from the instance memory.
Some related works of context definition and experience reuse were proposed in
the early literature. RADIX project [COR 99] proposes the modeling of internet
navigation sessions carried out by the user. These models are reused in order to
suggest similar sessions to the user. CABRI-N [SMA 99] is a personalized image
retrieval system. Smaïn proposes a modeling of user strategy during an information
retrieval process. Retrieval sessions are memorized and reused to improve user
strategy search.
In this paper, we present briefly a modeling study of the user during a search
session, and a representation of a search instance or situation. Then, we present our
approach of instance reuse for query expansion. Lastly, we present the results of our
first tests and the prospects for evaluations.

2

Information Retrieval Instance Modeling

In this section, we firstly define the user profile model, representing a relevant feature
of the retrieval instance. Next, a global information retrieval instance is proposed.
2.1

User Profile Modeling

Intelligent information systems aim to automatically adapt to individual users. Hence,
the development of appropriate user modeling techniques is of central importance.
Algorithms for intelligent information agents typically draw on work from the
information retrieval and machine learning communities. Both communities have
previously explored the potential of established algorithms for user modeling
purposes [BEL 97] [WEB 98].
To define the specific user knowledge during a search session, we have used
cognitiveapproach results [ALL 91]. We have classified the user knowledge in four
NQRZOHGJHFDWHJRULHV, ranked according to their HYROXWLRQ degree.
1. Cultural knowledge (features having OLWWOH or QRHYROXWLRQ)
2. Professional knowledge (features having ORQJ WHUPHYROXWLRQ)
3. System knowledge (features havingPHDQ WHUPHYROXWLRQ)
4. Search knowledge (features having short term evolution), related to the current
search session.
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User knowledge features presented above constitute a JHQHULF PRGHO of user
profile. SSHFLILFPRGHOV are related to the application cases used (documents, search
system and users types).


5HSUHVHQWDWLRQIRUPDOLVP

The chosen representation formalism is the vector model. It is the formalism
commonly used in both communities: information retrieval [SAL 86] and instance
based reasoning [KOL 88]. The vector model presents several advantages in
processing similarity between vectors.
Let 8 8888!, be the vector representation of 8, where 8Lrepresents the LWK
category of user knowledge 8.
8  ^D `∀M∈>Q@DLM represents the MWK attribute of the category 8L;
D ∈^Y `∀N∈>Q@YN represents the NWK possible instance of DLM
L

LM

LM

N



6LPLODULW\IXQFWLRQ

We propose to memorize user retrieval experiences, in order to reuse them, when
users have “similar” profiles. Thus, our first goal of formalizing the user model, is to
define the “distance” between user profiles. The expression (1) shows the similarity
function SU, between two user profiles 8Land 8M
µ s1( 8 1 , 8 1 )+ ν s2( 8 2 , 8 2 )+ κ s3( 8 3 , 8 3 )+λ s4( 8 4 , 8 4 )
L

68 8L8M  

M

L

M

L

M

L

M

µ+ν+κ+λ
Where:

8 is the vector representing the SWK category of 8M , which is the profile of the user j.
L

S

VSsimilarity function between vectors of the SWK FDWHJRU\ of 8
VS∈ [0, 1]; µνκλ∈>@
µνκλ represent the parameters enabling to “contextualize” the similarity.
Details about this expression are presented in [JER 2001].
2.2

Search Instance Modeling

The results of various studies on search instance [JER 2001b], make highlight of
following features of a search instance:
- User profile represented by 8
- User information need expressed by a query, represented by 4
- Documents solutions represented by ';
- Evaluations ( of relevancy of the documents ' given by the user U.
Referring to the problem resolution field, the initial problem in information
retrieval system is represented by the user profile 8, and his query 4. Collected
documents ' represent the solution to the problem, and ( the solution evaluation.
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We propose a formal description of a search instance, carried out by a user,
during an information retrieval session, (vector representation) as follows:
Instance = <U, Q, D, E>
We also define a similarity function in order to evaluate the distance between
instances. Thus, the closest memorized instance to the current one would be reused.
In our context, we enrich the instance case, by a confidence degree that reflects
the relevance of the instance.

3

Knowledge Base of Relevance Feedbacks to Improve Query
Expansion

Before presenting our proposition of query expansion based on experience reuse, we
introduce in the next paragraph the classical approaches of query expansion based on
relevance feedback.
3.1
3.1.1

Relevance feedback for query expansion
Relevance feedback

An automatic relevance feedback system can be designed as following: the system
processes the initial query and returns a list of documents ranked in order of their
predicted relevance to the user. The user examines a few of the highest ranking
documents, determines whether or not they are relevant, and sends this information
back to the system. The system uses the analyzed documents to automatically
construct a revised query and produces a new ranking of the remaining documents in
the collection. The user can examine more documents and repeat the relevance
feedback process as often as desired.


)HHGEDFNXVLQJWKH9HFWRU6SDFH0RGHO5RFFKLR

The VSM is ideally suited for automatic relevance feedback since it accepts free text
input for the query. Therefore, we can simply incorporate some or all of the text from
the relevant documents directly into the query. Non relevant documents can be
utilized in a similar way. One of the most successful relevance feedback strategies
was developed by 5RFFKLR [ROC 71], and works as follows:

4′ = α4β

1
1
GL γ
∑
∑GM
'U G ∈'
'Q G M∈'Q
L

U


αβγ∈>@GL is weighted term vector representing a collected document
_'U_ cardinality of relevant documents set
_'Q_ cardinality of non-relevant documents set
This strategy simply adds a weighted sum of the relevant document vectors and
subtracts a weighted sum of the non relevant documents from the query. Relevance
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feedback using this strategy produces a very large improvement in retrieval
performance (from 20-80% or more, depending on the collection) [SAL 86] [HAR
92] [AAL 92].
Adding the full document text directly into the query does have its drawbacks.
The number of terms in the query grows rapidly with the addition of evaluated
documents, causing searches to take longer and longer. A full search must be repeated
for each iteration of relevance feedback. Since relevance feedback is supposed to be
an interactive process, the system must be able to return feedback results in a
relatively short period of time.


'UDZEDFNVRI5RFFKLRPHWKRGEDVHGRQUHOHYDQFHIHHGEDFN

Although relevance feedback has proven to be an effective way to improve
information retrieval performance, it is rarely used in practice [NIE 96]. This
mechanism has been incorporated into several online search engines, but few users
actually use it. Nie thinks that an important reason is the short term effect of a
relevance feedback. A user has to make great efforts in evaluating documents, but the
evaluation only has an effect on a single query. Once a new query is input, new
evaluations have to be made. From the user’s point of view, it simply does not worth
the efforts. However, we think users are ready to make the efforts when the effect is
permanent. Therefore, we will suggest a way to adjust the system’s knowledge
according to relevance feedback.



.QRZOHGJHEDVHIRUUHOHYDQFHIHHGEDFN
5HOHYDQFHIHHGEDFNDQG,QVWDQFHUHXVH

Our proposal is based on the 5RFFKLR method of query expansion. The principle
approach of the proposed solution, consists on “completing” the documents used for
the query expansion issued from the current relevance feedback, by the evaluated
documents extracted from the previous search instances. On the basis of these
documents -coming from both sources-, we apply the 5RFFKLR approach of query
expansion. Thus, terms added to the user query could result from the instance base
documents, evaluated previously by the user or other users being in similar search
contexts, and having similar profiles.
However, these two document sources are not independent, since the documents
evaluated during the previous search iteration (Relevance feedback) represent also an
instance contained in the memory of instances.
The interest of our proposal is primarily justified when no relevance feedback is
made by the user during his search session. In this case, the reuse of the instance base
constitutes an interesting alternative for the query expansion. Moreover, this enables
to give a certain “freedom” to the user, because he doesn’t have to evaluate
documents relevancy to obtain system help to express his query.
Nevertheless, the instances reused cannot contribute in the same way for query
expansion. Thus, we propose to weight this contribution, according to the “confidence
degree” of the reused instance. This concept will be detailed in the following
paragraph.
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$GDSWLQJ 5RFFKLR PHWKRG IRU TXHU\ H[SDQVLRQ EDVHG RQ H[SHULHQFH
UHXVH

Giving the current instance represented by:
,FXUUHQW 8FXUUHQW4FXUUHQW'FXUUHQW(FXUUHQW!;
,QVWDQFHVLPLODU  8VLPLODU 4VLPLODU 'VLPLODU (VLPLODU!: the most similar instance to the
, with the confidence degree ϕVLPLODU.
current one ,
'VLPLODU is a set of documents GL G is the weighted term vector representing the
document (or a part of the document) that the user has chosen to evaluate:
G  ELELELQ!
(VLPLODU represents the evaluation given by the user, on the relevancy of 'VLPLODU
according to 4VLPLODU.
The proposed expression of query expansion of 4FXUUHQW, consists on adapting the
5RFFKLR approach, by reusing the evaluated documents 'VLPLODU extracted from the
instance ,VLPLODU
FXUUHQW

L

L

4′

FXUUHQW



= α×4VLPLODU +ϕVLPLODU×β 













1
∑GLHL +ϕVLPLODU×γ  'VLPLODU
∑GLHL 
QG '
'VLPLODU U G '
1

−

∈

VLPLODU− U

−

∈

VLPLODU−Q



GL∈'VLPLODUHL∈(VLPLODUHL∈>@HL corresponds to the evaluation of GL
αβγ∈>@αβγ are coefficients defined in the 5RFFKLR expression.
ϕVLPLODU∈>@ϕVLPLODUFRQILGHQFHGHJUHHRI,VLPLODU
'VLPLODUU represent relevant document set of the instance ,VLPLODU
'VLPLODUQ represent non relevant document set of the instance ,VLPLODU
The new expression for query expansion is based on documents extracted from
the instance base. The added terms result from documents evaluated by users when
they were in similar search situations. However, we give more importance to the
contribution of the instance coming from a relevance feedback compared to those
coming from the instance memory. Hence, we propose to decrease by ϕ FRQILGHQFH
GHJUHH RI WKH VLPLODU LQVWDQFH the contribution of this instance in the proposed
expression.
Nevertheless, when the used instance corresponds to a relevance feedback
(documents evaluated by the same user during the same session of search), the
confidence degree of this instance is maximal ϕ   . In this case, the expression
enables to apply the classical 5RFFKLR approach.


&RPELQLQJOHDUQLQJWRWKH5RFFKLRDSSURDFK

As presented above, our system allows two types of learning :
/RQJWHUPOHDUQLQJ thanks to the instance memory. The reuse approach and instance
based learning allows the user to be given the aid of the system without having to
interact and evaluate during each session, the collected documents (contrary to
traditional methods of query expansion based on relevance feedback).
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However, our solution is optimal when the number of memorized instances is
significantly important. In the contrary case, the query expansion is based on classical
5RFFKLR relevance feedback. The effectiveness of the instance base is well exploited
when the users have common interests and carry out exploitable common searches.
This is a classical constraint in the co-operative systems.
6KRUWWHUPOHDUQLQJ thanks to the training by reward / penalty of the search instances.
The system evolves according to the failure / success of the proposed solutions.

4
4.1

Experiments and Evaluations Using Test Corpus
COSYDOR Prototype presentation

Our prototype COSYDOR (Cooperative SYstem for DOcument Retrieval) is based on
,QWHUPHGLD of Oracle 8i. We enriched ,QWHUPHGLD by an intelligent layer (developed in
java) enabling the users query expansion and the management of the instance base.
Document
collection

&26<'25
Document retreival
system: Intermedia
Oracle 8i

Expanded
query

Query
expansion

Instance
memory

Instance memory
management
Collected
document
Evaluations

Identification
& query expression

Final user

)LJXUH&26<'25SURWRW\SH


,QWHUPHGLDis a textual DBMS, using linguistic tools (thesaurus, lexicon, etc.) for
documents and queries representation. The choice of this tool results from a
comparative survey on several information retrieval systems [JER 2001]. ,QWHUPHGLD
proved to be most relevant in our context. One of its advantages, is to offer paragraph
extraction functionality, enabling to present document “views” during the document
restitution to the user. This makes the user evaluation more precise on the one hand,
and makes easier the access to the long documents for the sight deficient users on the
other hand.
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Test and evaluations

75(&WHVWFRUSXV

In order to test and to evaluate the contribution of our system, we have used a TREC
corpus of test. TREC (Text Retrieval Conference) is an American organization which
provides a corpus of tests and common procedures of analysis of performance.
Among this base of tests, we used and indexed a whole of 7000 documents, in HTML
format, relatively long (approximately 600 word/document) and specialized in the
biomedical field. We reused the examples of search provided by TREC, and
calculated the various indices of performance of our system: the rate of precision (a
number of collected relevant documents / a total number of collected documents) and
the rate of recall (a number of collected relevant documents / a total number of
relevant documents of the documentary corpus).
In this base of tests, we used the expansion possibilities of our system to note our
work contribution and improvement, compared to Oracle ,QWHUPHGLD results. Our
procedure of tests consists on iterations of retrieval, where query expansion are
evaluated by “initiated” users. For each iteration, the rate of recall and the precision of
the answers are processed.


(YDOXDWLRQV

In the carried tests, we note that the rates of precision/recall are improved comparing
to iteration 0, which corresponds to ,QWHUPHGLD performance. Thus, our solution
enables to optimize ,QWHUPHGLD results. The experimental average of precision/recall
rates for information retrieval is generally around 0,3 [NIE 96]. The shape of the
obtained curves (Figure 2) is justified by the antagonism of recall and precision rates.
We noticed that this is related to the type of expansion carried out. Indeed, we noted
that the positive query expansion (terms extracted from relevant documents) causes a
significant increase in precision rate. However, negative expansions were less
effective.

Recall rate
Precision rate
Average experimental value 0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

,WHUDWLRQV


)LJXUH3HUIRUPDQFHHYDOXDWLRQRI&26<'25
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Beyond the fourth iteration, we could note that the rates of recall / precision
decrease. This is due to the length (a number of terms) of the query. Indeed, beyond a
maximum number of added terms (5 terms in our context), the performance of
expansion falls.
The first evaluation results, although very encouraging, must be moderated by the
limited number of tests (ten queries). Moreover, the users who contributed to the tests
were previously initiated to the system use. It would be then interesting to carry out
these tests on a broader sample of users, having different profiles.
The second part of our evaluation consists on the comparison of COSYDOR
performances versus other information retrieval systems using manual and automatic
query expansion. The results of these systems were provided to us by TREC. First
experimentation of these comparative tests are shown in next figure.
Cosydor

automatic systems

manual systems

1

Precision rate

0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1

Recall rate
)LJXUH&RPSDULVRQRI&26<'25WRRWKHUTXHULHVH[SDQVLRQV\VWHPV
The tests show that manual query expansion results remain always better
(according to the recall/ precision rate performance) then automatic query expansion.
However, the curves show that COSYDOR presents very close performances to those
of the automatic systems. Our results are optimal for high recall rates. Our current
work consists on handling more experiments in order to make better justifications of
these comparison results.
The first evaluation results, although very encouraging, must be moderated by the
limited number of tests (ten queries). Moreover, the users who contributed to the tests
have very close profiles, and were previously initiated to the system use. It would be
then interesting to carry out these tests on a broader sample of users, having different
profiles and having a visual handicap.
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Conclusion

The goal to build a knowledge base making “permanent” the user evaluations on
search results, represents our first work motivation.
The cooperative instance memory offers several advantages compared to the
5RFFKLR method of query expansion based exclusively on the relevance feedback.
The first advantage of the memorization consists to present an alternative solution
to the 5RFFKLR method, so that the user can be offered the system aid, without having
to interact and to evaluate the collected documents, during each retrieval session. In
fact, traditional methods of query expansion based on relevance feedback, are applied
only after user interaction and after an evaluation of the retrieved documents
relevancy. This approach “ignores” all knowledge chunks of the former search
situations made by this user or by other users having “similar” profiles, and being in a
close search situation.
The second advantage of the instance memory, is to enable the system to learn
progressively, with experience acquisition. Indeed, the query expansion based on
relevance feedback methods, constrain the system to make the same training during
each session of search, from a search iteration to another, in order to define an optimal
query. Whereas, it would be interesting to avoid these repetitive steps, by memorizing
the search instances and their corresponding evaluations.
The third advantage is related to user psychology. Hence, users have more
facilities to invest themselves in effort of evaluations, knowing that they will be
permanent and reusable. This “reluctance” constitutes a real obstacle in the use of
systems based on relevance feedback [NIE 96].
However, memorizing and reusing evaluations is a difficult task. It requires the
ability to reproduce all the context of documents evaluation carried out by users, so
that the memorized knowledge is representative of the moment, and the reuse is
suitable. This justifies all the effort of contextual representation and modeling of
search instance, presented in the first part of this paper.
These features were carried out in the COSYDOR system, implemented in Java,
based on ,QWHUPHGLD (Oracle 8i). Tests and evaluations are carried out using the test
corpus of TREC. The results show, for first search iterations, a significant
improvement of performance compared to that of ,QWHUPHGLD. However, our sample of
users is not sufficiently representative. Thus, an obvious direction for further research
is to widen sample of users in the experimental tests.
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